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RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority from the United States provisional application

with Serial Number 60/745,158, which was filed on 19 April 2006. The disclosure of that

provisional application is incorporated herein by reference as if set out in full.

DESCRIPTION

Background of the Invention

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to aircraft, specifically to methods for stability

control, for facilitating take-offs and landings, and for enhancing flight capabilities in near-

Earth environments.

GENERAL BACKGROUND

[0003] There are many potential applications for the use of low-cost Vertical Take-Off

and Landing (VTOL) unmanned aircraft. For various applications it is desirable to be able

to control these unmanned craft remotely and/or autonomously. Aircraft control is a

complex art that must take into account vehicle position and orientation, each in three

dimensions. To control an aircraft, force is generally exerted by some means in one or more

directions.

[0004] The control of unmanned aircraft is generally more difficult than that of manned

aircraft due to the following as well as other factors: 1.) The relative position of remote

operating pilot (remote operator) to aircraft changes as the aircraft moves and rotates in 3D

space. This causes the controls to operate "backwards," or "sideways," or "rotated"

depending on the orientation of the aircraft at any given moment. In a manned craft the

controls do not change in this way because the remote operator is always positioned with the

craft and generally facing forward. 2.) The remote operator must gather all flight data

visually and does not have the advantage of his body moving with the aircraft. Thus, the
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remote operator must "feel" the movement of the aircraft with his eyes rather than also using

his equilibrium.

[0005] VTOL aircraft are inherently more difficult to control than conventional

airplanes. These kinds of aircraft include among others, helicopters, ducted fan-based

systems, such as Honeywell's Micro Air Vehicle, and tilt-rotor wing systems such as the

Boeing V-22 Osprey. The more radical designs are generally even more inherently unstable

than a conventional helicopter. Therefore, in these cases, control systems that stabilize the

attitude of the aircraft are often employed. Still, even with an attitude stabilization system,

the aircraft is susceptible to being pushed about by wind or random drift. So for these and

for the helicopter in general, a great level of skill and precision is required of the remote

operator in order to operate the aircraft near the ground or other obstacles. Hence, the

capability of precise position and velocity sensing are very desirable if the UAV is to be

autonomous or is to require little skill or input from the remote operator.

[0006] In a traditional manned VTOL aircraft, the pilot is responsible for reading and

responding to data associated with position and velocity. The pilot is generally able to see

the ground and other obstacles outside the aircraft, and command the aircraft accordingly in

order to avoid striking the obstacles and to provide a smooth landing and take-off.

[0007] As an example of the adaptability and responsiveness of a human pilot, one need

only consider the task of landing a helicopter during a 15 mph crosswind. Not even

considering other factors such as terrain and obstacles, a 15 mph crosswind would tend to

move the helicopter sideways along the ground at 15 mph. Landing under these conditions

would result in disastrously striking the ground were it not for the pilot noticing and

correcting for the movement by providing the necessary control inputs. A trained pilot can

accomplish this with relative ease, but for an unmanned, remotely controlled aircraft out of

visible range of the remote operator and without the proper sensors to determine position

and/or velocity, the task would be nearly impossible.

[0008] A common approach to control unmanned VTOL aircraft is to make the VTOL

aircraft purely remote controlled from a position external to the aircraft. In this method,

there is some form of pilot controls present on the ground for use by a remote operator. All

piloting commands are then transmitted to the aircraft, and hence, the remote operator may

control the aircraft directly from a remote location. The remote operator must have some

direct sense of the aircraft, whether by a clear line-of-site visual, or by video monitors,

sensors, or some combination thereof. By simply mounting one ore more remotely viewable



video cameras on the aircraft, it is possible for a remotely located human pilot to gain some

sense of aircraft position and velocity. In any case, it is almost always necessary to have a

direct-l ϊne-of site visual as well as close proximity during take-off and landing operations so

that the pilot can gain direct visual cues from the aircraft apart from the video system. Thus,

while this solution has been met with success in fixed-wing aircraft, the method has the

drawback of requiring a high level of operator skill and intervention when applied to VTOL

aircraft. It also requires that the flight of the aircraft be very far from the ground or any

other obstacles except when the aircraft is near the pilot.

[0009] A second common approach used to control unmanned VTOL aircraft combines

some of the techniques described above with on-board stability control systems and "auto¬

pilot" systems. It is common for these more advanced systems to use an Inertial

Measurement Unit (IMU) to allow the aircraft to make small adjustments to maintain level

flight and/or hover. Although this system does provide rotational sensory information, it

does not give any translational information. Hence, the system will not account for the

difference between a hovering aircraft and one that is flying at a high speed, since both

aircraft may be level with respect to the earth. The result of this method is that the aircraft

may be slightly easier to control than it would be using the first method, but essentially all

the same drawbacks still apply.

[0010] A third common approach is similar to the second, only with the addition of

onboard GPS capability to control the flight path of the aircraft. Typically an operator

would program several waypoints into the aircraft flight computer. Then the computer

would control the aircraft to fly the specified path. Typically this flight path would take

place far from obstacles due to the low resolution of the system. A human pilot would

typically be required for landings and take-offs, unless a very large open field was available

and the aircraft was capable of handling less than smooth landings. With such a system,

loitering near the ground, buildings, or other points of interest remotely is typically not a

feasible option.

[0011] Thus, there is a need for a system that can sense the position and velocity of the

aircraft relative to the Earth. Such a system is necessary to ensure the aircraft avoids

obstacles, flies a predictable path, and successfully accomplishes take-offs and landings

under less than ideal conditions.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART



[0012] Numerous technologies and advancements have been developed in an attempt to

solve the above problems.

[0013] One such method commonly employed by current manufacturers of VTOL

aircraft employs the use a stability control system. Generally the system employed is similar

to the IMU system described above in the "Background of the Invention" portion of this

application, in which an IMU is combined with a closed-loop control system. In many

cases, these aircraft are inherently unstable to begin with, and adding the stability control

system acts primarily to make the aircraft behave more like a traditional helicopter. Thus it

becomes not much easier to pilot than a conventional helicopter. In other cases, when the

aircraft is stable to begin with, adding the IMU will typically add the "auto-leveling"

feature, but the control of the aircraft is still substantially the same and requires roughly the

same level of skill from the operator.

[0014] Stability control systems do not make these aircraft "easy" to fly for the

inexperienced pilot. This is because in these systems, even though the stability control

system will keep the aircraft stable in the sense that it may not spontaneously flip upside

down, the aircraft is still subject to a minimum of 3 axes of translation (up/down, left/right,

forward/backward). The slightest input from the pilot or even the slightest wind can result

in significant aircraft movement in all 3 axes simultaneously. In order to stop the motion

and bring the aircraft under control, the operator must command a minimum of 3 axes of

control simultaneously in a very quick manner. In fact, this pilot-response must be so fast

that the pilot cannot stop to think about which control moves which axis, and instead must

act instinctively. When the pilot is situated remotely, this difficultly is compounded as the

pilot not only has less sensory information from which to work, but is also outside the

aircraft which takes on various different orientations relative to the pilot. It is thus

commonly known that learning just the basics of hovering a VTOL aircraft can take a great

deal of time.

[001 5] A newer design that solves some, but not all of the above problems is the

HeliCommand system sold by the international model manufacturing company Robbe

Schluter. Although complete documentation for the most advanced products has not been

released, the documentation available at http://data.robbe-

online.net/robbe_pdf/Pl 101/Pl 101_l-8493.pdf does disclose the use of video processing

and inertial meters to provide stability for VTOL aircraft. However, the documentation

makes the point that, within the HeliCommand unit, the attitude leveling system is a



distinctly separate, independent system from the video processing system. The

documentation states that the two systems are so separate that it increases reliability, since

the two systems operate independently and one could operate without the other in a case

when one system fails. Thus, when using the vision system from the disclosed document,

the aircraft must be operated in a constant-attitude manner in order to prevent the system

from being confused by ambiguous video data that would result from rotational visual

information being coupled with translational data. This is problematic because forward

flight typically requires that changes in attitude be employed. Thus, the conditions for

successful operation of the device are limited. Furthermore, if these limitations are

exceeded, due to wind or another cause, the system may become unstable. In addition, it is

clear that the system does not provide substantial stability over its visual range as the aircraft

approaches or departs from the ground, since the vision system does not compensate for

altitude. This is problematic because at low elevations, such as during landing, increased

stability is critical. Additionally, the "position hold" capabilities of the system are not true

position hold. Rather, they are built from an attempt to bring the velocity of the aircraft to

zero rather than to hold the position of the aircraft constant. Thus, the system is inherently

susceptible to translational drift. Thus, any move of the aircraft due to inaccuracies in

calibration, noise in the sensors, or wind, will not be reversed by the system, and drift of the

aircraft will occur. Rather than keeping the visual system separate from the attitude system

(the HeliCommand approach), the approach disclosed herein by Applicant combines the two

systems in a novel way so as to improve the performance, features, and the range of

conditions under which the system will work reliably.

[0016] To help combat the translation problem described above, one solution is to gather

position and velocity data from an onboard Global Positioning System (GPS), or other very

specialized localization system. This works well in certain situations, most of which related

to fixed-wing aircraft or high altitude control, where a high level of precision is not needed.

However, for many other uses there are serious drawbacks.

[0017] First, GPS can suffer from lack of reception if weather, buildings, or geography

separates the aircraft from some of the satellites on which GPS depends. During these

conditions, GPS can be useless. Furthermore, lack of reception is most likely to happen at

low altitudes during take-offs and landings, when precision is most needed. Hence, by its

nature the use of GPS depends on complex external technical systems in order to function.

The dependability of these external technological systems is questionable in a wartime



environment and when the aircraft is operating in canyons, near buildings, and other areas

where GPS reception is weak.

[0018] Another drawback to GPS based systems is that traditional GPS does not have

the high resolution or update rate needed to provide enough localization to allow real-time

control during take-offs and landings. In fact, even when differential GPS, such as Wide

Area Augmentation System (WASS) differential is used, and is accurate to within 3m, it is

not precise enough to allow safe take-offs and landings. For take-offs and landings,

typically the only GPS systems that are sufficient are those augmented by ground based

localization beacons. These systems are expensive, and require the ground based beacon to

be installed and running near the point of flight for the aircraft. The use of these beacons

also adds an additional external technological dependency to the system, further reducing

the reliability of the system. This ultimately makes both standard GPS and differential GPS

inadequate to provide useful position and velocity information for many near-Earth

applications.

[0019] Because of the aforementioned difficulties and other limitations, unmanned

VTOL aircraft have typically been unpractical for many applications. In addition to the

above difficulties and problems, many of the previous systems would be too large and heavy

for application on micro UAVs, which may weigh under a pound.

[0020] It is thus an objective of the present invention to provide for a low mass, small

sized completely autonomous unmanned VTOL aircraft system for determining position and

velocity of the aircraft in a novel manner that is low-cost and independent of external

technological dependencies.

[0021] It is a second objective of the invention to enable an aircraft to autonomously

take-off and land and fly in close proximity to both moving and nonmoving objects without

striking them.

[0022] It is a third objective of the invention to provide an autonomous aircraft with the

ability to maintain zero translational drift in relation to a fixed or moving object.

[0023] It is a fourth objective of the invention to allow a remote pilot with little piloting

experience to successfully remotely pilot a VTOL aircraft.



[0024] It is a fifth objective of the invention to provide a practical means of providing

position and/or velocity data for direct use such as increased instrumentation on a manned or

unmanned aircraft.]

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0025] Fig. 1 is an overview diagram of Applicant's aircraft position and velocity sense

and control system according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

[0026] Fig. 2 is a graph depicting measured degrees of rotation by both a vision based

system and an IMU based system.

[0027] Fig. 3 is an example control scheme for implementing a stability and positional

control system for the pitch axis of a VTOL aircraft.

[0028] Fig. 4 is an example control scheme for implementing a stability and positional

control system for the yaw axis of a VTOL aircraft.

[0029] Fig. 5 is an alternative means of controlling velocity of an aircraft.

[0030] Fig. 6 is a control loop assigning a weight to a couple methods of velocity control

as a function of aircraft altitude.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0031] The invention is a system for determining the position and/or velocity of an

autonomous aircraft in a low-cost, low-weight manner independent of external technological

dependencies such as satellites or beacons. The solution comprises a combination of

traditional technologies (IMUs, altitude sensing, control systems, visual sensing technology,

etc.) coupled with algorithms to implement their combined use. The solution is small

enough for inclusion on small mass aircraft, yet its precision and capability make it useful

for large aircraft as well. Utilizing the system, an aircraft is able to autonomously take-off

and land, station hold in a very precise manner, and fly in very close proximity to other

objects with little chance of collision.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] The Applicant's system and method for determining the position and velocity of

an autonomous aircraft in a low-cost, low-weight manner independent of external



technological dependencies mimics many of the inherent abilities of an experienced

helicopter pilot. The flight abilities of the human brain can best be shown through an

understanding of the processes that occur when an experienced helicopter pilot safely

controls the speed, direction, roil, pitch and yaw of a helicopter during landing, even without

access to any guiding instrumentation. In a typical instrument-free landing, the pilot would

first maintain the aircraft in a relatively level manner by using his sense of equilibrium to

know which way is right side up. He may then control the aircraft to maintain a fairly level

state. He would also look outside the aircraft to gain an indication of how far away the

aircraft is from the ground and to see how much and which direction the aircraft is moving

relative to the ground. As the pilot lowers the aircraft to the ground, the pilot would fine-

tune the control to make sure the aircraft is not moving laterally relative to the ground at the

time of touchdown. Visual cues from nearly all the pilot's surroundings (buildings, trees,

grass, etc.) guide the pilot as the pilot determines how these objects are moving relative to

the aircraft.

[0033] The number of simultaneous operations and calculations easily performed by an

experienced pilot were until now notoriously difficult to perform by a computer. Applicant

thus discloses a system for determining the position and velocity of an autonomous aircraft

in a low-cost, low-weight manner independent of external technological dependencies. The

system combines some traditional technologies (IMUs, altitude sensing, control systems,

etc.) in a novel way with visual sensing technology.

[0034] For purposes of this application and unless otherwise defined, yaw is the turning

of an aircraft so as to change its heading, and roll and pitch angles describe the angle of the

aircraft deviating from level relative to the horizon.

[0035] In summary, the system uses a high-speed vision sensing system (such as

Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) or a charge-coupled device (CCD)

camera combined with a DSP or other computer and software) aimed toward the ground

and/or the sides and/or the top of the aircraft. These systems are designed to observe the

movement of the image in view. Thus, for example, if a VTOL aircraft were moving

forward, then the system looking at the ground would "see" the ground moving rearward. In

many applications, the data that such a system generates is typically referred to as Optic

Flow. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, Optic Flow data of the scenery

and/or obstacles arid/or objects in the field of view outside the aircraft are received. For use

in this application, however, the data also could relate to only one or few objects that are



being tracked by the vision system. For example, a soldier carrying an infrared light might

shine the light for the optic system to track. The light would stand out to the camera system

as one object among many. The vision system is able to detect this optic data, be it through

optic flow or otherwise, and then taking into account elevation and angles of rotation of the

aircraft is then able calculate both the velocity and/or relative position of the aircraft.

[0036] Utilizing pitch and roll data from an IMU or similar device, the CPU is able to

distinguish movement along the plane of the ground with observed movement of the ground

as the aircraft pitches and rolls. That is, during a change in pitch or during a roll, a screen

showing an image pointing downward from an aircraft would appear to show objects on the

ground moving across the screen. A simple vision system(s) would observe this movement

in the images and "think" the aircraft has changed position and velocity when in fact the

aircraft has merely began to pitch and/or roll. By utilizing the IMU data in conjunction with

the observed image, the system is therefore able to completely discern movement on the

screen due to angular changes of the aircraft from actual translational changes in the

aircraft's position.

[0037] The invention utilizes the following subsystems:

[0038] 1.) On-board IMU or similar device - This component is analogous to a human

pilot's sense of equilibrium. An IMU is essentially a modern-day replacement for a

mechanical spinning-mass vertical gyroscope, in that it is a closed system that may be used

to detect attitude, motion, and sometimes some degree of location. It typically uses a

combination of accelerometers and angular rate sensors, commonly comprising 3

accelerometers measuring 3 axes, and 3 axes of rate gyros mounted orthogonally. Software

and an associated processor, typically employing Kalman filtering, then intelligently

combine the acceleration and angular rate data to give pitch/roll attitude data that is

referenced to gravity, yet is not subject to accelerations of the aircraft. Thus is formed an

accurate pitch/roll attitude and heading data stream that is based purely on inertial

measurement and does not rely on visual information, satellites, or any external

technological dependencies.

[0039] IMU systems are well known in the art, and descriptions of several can be

referenced in U.S. Patents 4,675,820 to Smith et άl., 4,71 1,125 to Morrison, 6,725,719 to

Cardarelli, and 7,066,004 to Kohler et al. Similar data can also be achieved using other

means such as an infrared horizon detector such as the Co-Pilot Flight Stabilization System,

Part No. CPD4, from FMA Direct. The device uses infrared signatures in order to determine



an aircraft's attitude in the pitch and roll axes. See. Pat. No. 6,181,989 to Gwozdecki. The

device disclosed in Gwozdecki is a suitable replacement for the IMU in the present

invention, although it does not provide accurate data under all conditions and thus may not

be suitable for all situations. While other pitch and roll detection devices may be used, the

effectiveness and reliability of an IMU system has prompted the Applicant to use this in a

preferred embodiment of the invention.

[0040] 2.) High-Speed Video Camera System —A special on-board high-speed video

camera and video data processing system observes the view beneath the aircraft and towards

the ground. Multiple cameras may be used either for redundancy or to point in directions

different from the first camera. For example, a camera pointed out the front of the aircraft

could be used to hover or fly the aircraft near a building in a precision manner relative to the

building (such as hovering and staring in a window, or flying around the perimeter of the

building). A camera looking down could be used to hover over the ground in a fixed

location (even in the presence of wind), fly in a precision manner above the ground, or fly

above a moving vehicle, tracking the motion of the vehicle. In any case, the camera system

works by locating "landmarks" in the video image and tracking the landmarks as they move

in the image. Analysis of the moving landmarks tells the CPU which direction the image is

moving relative to the camera and hence which direction the aircraft is moving relative to

the ground. This system is analogous to a pilot looking out the window of his aircraft.

[0041] The computer analysis and software used in conjunction with the above

subsystems is discussed infra. With regard to the hardware, the video system can be

implemented in various ways. In a preferred embodiment, a high-speed CMOS or CCD

camera is connected to a high-speed signal-processing computer with adequate memory and

processing capability. The software then processes each subsequent frame of the video

sequence and performs mathematical operations according to the field of computer vision

study, to obtain the movement vector of the image. This movement vector can be based

upon one particular object in the frame, or upon multiple objects, or upon the majority of

features within the frame. Frame rates of up to and beyond 3000 frames per second allow

the system to accurately track any movement of the aircraft; even high speed forward flight

or quick rotational changes. With enough resolution, the system is able to input tiny

adjustments in the aircraft's position, making the aircraft appear to an outside observer to be

absolutely still (in the case of a hover), or to carry on precision flight around obstacles.

Multiple vision systems could be implemented together to provide redundancy to protect

against the event the camera lens becomes dirty or the camera hardware fails.
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[0042] In an alternative embodiment, the video capture device, processing unit and

memory could all reside in the same package and even on the same piece of silicon,

resulting in a very compact, lightweight, low-cost, highly-integrated solution. An example

of where this has been accomplished is in the optical computer mouse industry where a

similar system and image processor decodes consecutive images looking for movement

vectors associated with the movement of a computer mouse. This is all done in real-time by

hardware in a single chip.

[0043] 3.) Altitude-Determining Means —There are many inexpensive means for

determining the altitude of an aircraft and this system typically uses one of these means.

Systems used may include but are not limited to active and passive altimeters such as laser,

infrared, stereo vision, sonic range finders, and barometric pressure altimeters. These

systems are akin to a human pilot looking out the window and observing that he is very

high. They are also akin to a human pilot merely reading his own instruments to determine

altitude. Similarly, additional distance-sensors and vision sensing systems (as described

above) may point out the side of the aircraft to observe the movement of nearby objects to

determine vertical and horizontal movement of the aircraft relative to a vertical object such

as a building or hillside.

EXAMPLES

[0044] In summary, the data from all three subsystems are combined in a manner to

produce position and/or velocity data. Once this data is known, it could be used for

purposes such as instrumentation, flight data recording, and/or control of an aircraft. Fig. 1

provides a broad overview of the Applicant's system taking into account data received from

each of the three subsystems described above. In Fig. 1, a translational sensor system 23 is a

system for detecting position and/or velocity. Beginning with images captured by a camera

system, optic flow or similar data 54, or similar data relating to the movement of one or

more objects within the field of view of the vision system is gathered according to

conventional methods well known in the art field. Since this data comprises both

translational and rotation data coupled together, it must be decoupled through further data

processing. This is accomplished using measurements from the IMU sensor system 20. As

detailed throughout this patent application, the IMU is a preferred method of detecting

attitude and/or angular rate, but other methods work as well. Attitude and/or angular rate

data is processed with the optic flow or similar data 54 to generate translational data 53.



Because the magnitude of this data is a function of altitude, the units of this data change

with altitude.

[0045] To put the translational data 53 into known units, altitude sensor data 27 must be

gathered and utilized to process translational data 53. After processing, the aircraft position

and/or velocity data 50 is known. These data are in known units, are constant, and are now

known independently of altitude data, and are ready to be fed into Applicant's control

system, described later in text accompanying Figs. 3 —6, or to be used in another manner

such as instrumentation. Fed into this control system is aircraft position and/or velocity data

50, aircraft position command data 5 1 from a human or another computer, aircraft velocity

command data 52 from a human or another computer, data from the altitude detector 27, and

data from the attitude and/or angular rate sensor 20. Reference numbers 51 and 52

summarize two potential command inputs into the control system. Depending on how the

control system is set up, either one or both of these inputs may be used. The details of this

control system are described later in this application. From the control system a series of

actuator and thruster commands are generated in order to cause the aircraft to optimally

perform the movements commanded by the control system. The aircraft pitch actuator 16 is

controlled accordingly.

[0046] The decoupling process referenced above will now be described in detail. First,

optic flow or similar data 54 is pulled from the video data according to conventional optic

flow and/or object tracking methods. Next, data regarding attitude and/or aircraft angular

rate is inputted and optic flow or similar data 54 corresponding to these movements is

compensated for. For instance, if the aircraft is detected to have rolled clockwise 1.25

degrees, than 1.25 degrees is accounted for by subtraction during the data decoupling

process. Once this amount is subtracted out, motions detected on the video are now as a

result only of a change in the aircraft's position and any ambiguities have been removed.

Hence, by tightly integrating the optical data with the attitude and/or angular rate data, the

aircraft's position can be determined. Once position is determined, aircraft velocity can be

determined by taking the time derivative of the position.

[0047] The processing associated with the video system will be described first. It should

be noted that there is an already established field of study within the computer vision

community of object tracking within an image using computational methods. See U.S.

Patents 4,794,384 to Jackson, 6,384,905 to Barrows, 6,433,780 to Gordon etal, and

6,507,661 to Roy. In a preferred embodiment, Applicant's vision system is comparable to



optic flow in humans. That is, the perceived visual motion of objects as an observer moves

relative to those objects allows the observer tojudge how close he is to certain objects and

his movement relative to them. For instance, to an observer, an object slowly growing

larger and larger, but not moving to one side of the observer's vision could be understood by

the observer to be moving directly towards the observer. In the present invention, it is often

preferred to have the CPU track all "objects" or landmarks within a video image. They

should all move with approximately the same vector (speed and direction) when the camera

is pointed toward the ground and the landmarks within the image are all on the ground. A

correlation between the movements of the landmarks within the image is detected by a

processor. The algorithm could reject (ignore) any landmarks that do not fit the correlation,

such as a bird flying closely under the aircraft. Performing the above optic flow

measurements is well known in the art, and various software methods could be used to

determine the relative movement as detected by the camera. In addition, various software

methods can provide varying degrees of robustness and rejection of false movements. In a

similar embodiment, the Applicant's vision system has the capability of tracking one or

more particular objects within the field of vision, according to known object tracking

methods.

[0048] The system may employ feature selection, an already well established means of

object tracking whereby the best features from a contrast properties perspective are tracked.

There is no need for the imaging system to correctly identify and label objects such as trees

or cars or painted lines on the ground. The system merely has to know the object observed

(in the case of a tree, a tall green object) is something to be tracked through subsequent

image frames. Knowing the identity of the object is not necessary to understand the aircraft

movement relative to the object. This feature is important because it allows the invention to

be implemented using typical inexpensive processors and computer power currently

available. It also means that the terrain below the aircraft and the obstacles near an aircraft

do not have to be known or defined in advance. In an alternative embodiment the system

may identify and track one or more recognizable objects if it were desirable for the aircraft

to move relative to specific object(s) within the vision system's field of view.

[0049] The above steps merely determine the movement vector of an image in the video

sequence analyzed by the system. From this, the computer still cannot determine the

amount, if any, of translational movement of the aircraft. This is due to several

complications that are also solved by Applicant's system. The complications and solution

for each are described:



[0050] 1.) Rotational movement of the aircraft results in a similar video sequence as

translational movement - Thus, trying to fly the aircraft purely by the visual data steam

would result in flight decisions being made on ambiguous data, which would likely prove

disastrous if the aircraft encounters any substantial attitude change during the flight.

However, by de-coupling the rotational movement from the translational movement in the

video sequence, the ambiguous data becomes certain. The de-coupling occurs by using a

properly tuned IMU. An ideal IMU outputs a data stream of accurate pitch/roll attitude and

yaw readings that is based purely on inertial measurements, not relying on visual

information, satellites, or any external technological dependencies. IMUs capable of this are

well known. The data stream outputted from the IMU is used to determine how much of the

movement observed in the video sequence is due to rotational aircraft changes (attitude

change) versus how much of the movement is due to translational (i.e. position) change.

[0051] It is important during all of this for both systems to be accurate. Fig. 2 is a plot

showing a very strong correlation between degrees of rotation detected from an IMU system

and degrees of rotation detected from the vision system (in this case the vision system was

constrained in position relative to the Earth to give only rotational output). The data in Fig.

2 was obtained with test hardware being rolled back and forth on an axis 5 feet off the

ground. The degree of rotation detected by both the IMU and the vision system constitutes

the Y-axis and the sample number constitutes the X-axis. As thousands of samples are taken

every second, just a few seconds of data results in many thousands of data points. The two

graphs show independent measurements taken from the IMU and the vision system. For this

test the computer in both cases assumed that 100% of the movement was rotational. As

shown in Fig. 2, the two systems are in agreement and are accurate. In actual use, these

signals will be subtracted from each other to remove the rotational component from the

visual signal and thus obtain translational position. As shown in the test case in Fig. 2,

subtracting the one signal from the other here results in zero translational movement, as

expected.

[0052] Although the test described above and by Fig. 2 was performed at a height of 5

feet, one should note that regardless of the altitude of an aircraft equipped with this system,

rotational movements would appear similarly in the video sequence. This is because the

camera is being swept a certain amount of degrees per second over the landscape. Thus, the

video sequence can be de-coupled by taking the pitch/roll attitude of the aircraft, multiplying

this by a factor to equalize pitch/roll data and video data, and then subtracting from this

amount the perceived displacement of the camera from the video sequence. Finally, unless



otherwise specified, the equations in this application relate only to one axis for simplicity;

that is, they relate only to either pitch or roll, or yaw. In actual use the same process and

equations described above would occur twice —once for each of both the X axis and the Y

axis, or three times if the Z axis position and/or velocity were controlled as well. For

example, if the equations are applied once to adjust for an aircraft's pitch, in an actual

system they may also be applied to the aircraft's roll, and/or the aircraft's collective to I

control up and down movement.

[0053] Typically the positions and or velocities would be constantly updated by

repeatedly re-calculating them, with a short time ( t ) in-between each set of calculations.

Utilizing the absolute angles determined by the IMU, at each time step, the change in

position may be calculated as shown below. Given a small change in time ( ∆ ) between a

given time step (subscripts ) and the previous time step (subscript k - 1), each time step

being when a set of such calculations are performed. The calculation for finding position(s)

if absolute angles are known is as follows:

x k = _, [∆ ~φ k - θk_)-c r c a -z

[0054] The calculation for finding velocity(ies) if absolute angles are known is as

follows:

[0055] An alternative method for de-coupling the data allows for another method to be

used whereby one or more rate gyros are used in place of an IMU. The Earth's acceleration

(and hence absolute attitude and gravity reference) is not needed in this alternative method.

Thus a full IMU is not required in this alternative method. The calculation for finding

position(s) if angular rate(s) are known is as follows:

X k X k_x mo -rxr - t -C f }-C a -z

[0056] The calculation for finding velocity(ies) if angular rate(s) are known is as

follows:

TY/ =
[ -GT -A -C -C -Z

∆r



[0057] Where X is the position of aircraft relative to the Earth (or other object being

tracked), θ is the angle of the aircraft relative to the horizon in the axis of interest, vr is the

angular velocity, in the axis of interest (such as the output of an angular rate gyro). Am0 is

the amount of observed movement (typically in pixels) given by the vision subsystem during

the time period in question (At), z is the distance between aircraft and the object scenery

being observed by the vision system (often the ground, but may often be the side of

buildings, hills, a tracked object, etc). V is the velocity of the aircraft relative to the Earth

(or other object being tracked). Cr and Ca are constants which capture the mathematical

essence of the specific hardware used. The same constants apply to all of the above

equations. These constants typically only need to be computed once when the system is

designed or tested, or when components such as lens or camera are changed. They may be

computed using the following equations:

[0058] Cr = when AX = 0 (Hold the position of the aircraft constant and rotate it
Aθ

about the given axis. And observe what the vision system output Am is. Then

compute Cr .)

[0059] Ca when Aθ = 0 and Az = 0 (Hold the aircraft's angle and altitude
Amn -Z

constant, and move its position and observe what vision system output Am is. Then

compute C .)

[0060] For the above equations and other equations in this application θ , unless

otherwise specified is the absolute Earth-Frame "Artificial Horizon" angle in either the pitch

or roll axis. X and moare in the axis from rear to front of aircraft, when θ is chosen as

pitch, and X and moare in the axis from left to right, when θ is chosen as roll. If it is

desired to know the absolute position relative to a point on Earth after yaw movements, then

trigonometric equations may be added to translate the movements into an Earth reference

frame coordinate system.

[0061] By transposing the axis of each of the variables, the above equations can be

applied to a vision system pointing out to the left of the aircraft, for example, pointing at the

side of a building and being used to hold position of the aircraft and/or supply position

and/or velocity data of aircraft relative to the building.



[0062] In the above equations, the altitude of the aircraft ( ) is used to provide robust

position and/or velocity data, where the scale is known and constant. While this is the

preferred method, in certain cases, it may be possible to omit or set z to a constant to reduce

the number of required sensors and in general simplify the hardware.

[0063] 2.) Translational movement of the aircraft results in a different video sequence

depending on the distance of the objectfrom the camera. For purposes of this section,

object shall refer to the ground, although in general the principles apply whether the object

is in fact a street, the top of a building, or for instance the top of a moving object such as a

truck or train. It is desirable for the system to accommodate for the fact that at higher

altitudes, the translational movement of objects across a screen showing a video image

looking down from the aircraft slows down. This effect can be easily understood by

comparing the view downwards from a passenger airplane at take-off, and the view looking

down from 7 miles up. Although the speed of the aircraft is generally much greater at high

altitude, it appears to the passenger to be moving slowly because of the height at which

ground-based objects are observed.

[0064] In Applicant's system the above is compensated for by applying a gain factor to

the translational movement detected by the video/IMU system, where the gain applied is

proportional to the distance between the camera and the object. The equations above show a

specific way of implementing this gain. Since generally the object viewed by the camera is

the ground, the gain is generally proportional to aircraft altitude. As noted previously there

are several ways common in the art to measure altitude, each with different advantages and

disadvantages. For this reason it may often be practical to use several different types of

sensors and to combine the data to obtain an improved estimate of actual altitude. In the

process of doing this, it must be recognized that different methods may give different results

if the aircraft is not level. For example, a laser altimeter which projects a beam downwards

from the bottom of an aircraft and then calculates height based on the time needed for the

beam to reflect back can give erroneous data is the aircraft is rolled to one side. For

instance, if the aircraft is at a 45-degree angle then the laser may record the time of

reflection for a point away in the distance at a 45-degree angle relative to straight down.

This distance observed by the laser in this case will most likely be approximately 2v 2 times

the actual height of the aircraft. This can be accounted for using trigonometry and the

pitch/roll attitude determined by the onboard IMU. Once the actual altitude of the aircraft is

known, and the angle between the camera and the ground is known (from IMU data), the

distance to the center of field of vision can be calculated using basic trigonometry.



[0065] In a similar manner, a forward or side-looking camera system could use forward

or side-looking sensors to determine the distance from the camera to the object being seen

by the camera. Examples of such sensors include but are not limited to radar, laser range

finding, stereo vision, and sonar. If such sensors are not employed, the invention will still

provide position and velocity information, albeit in unknown units.

[0066] 3.) The higher the altitude, the less precise the vision system. Altitude and

precision are inversely proportional in the present invention. Eventually, at a high enough

altitude, the Applicant's disclosed vision system's usefulness decreases to a point where

GPS is the more useful (or in some cases most useful) means of determining position. This,

however, is acceptable because positional accuracy matters less at these high altitudes.

There are typically no obstacles at such high altitudes, landings by definition cannot occur at .

high altitude, and there is typically less need to have knowledge of the aircraft's precise

location. In short, at higher altitudes, as long as the aircraft is in the general area where it is

expected to be, nothing more is needed. As an aircraft utilizing Applicant's system

approaches the ground, the resolution of the ground observed by the video system increases,

and it is at these lower altitudes where a very high positional accuracy is needed.

Furthermore, GPS tends to be more reliable at higher altitudes, as again there are no

obstructions from objects. Thus, if high altitude precision is desired, a GPS receiver may be

added to the system to augments its capabilities.

[0067] There may be certain conditions under which the data coming from the vision

system is untrustworthy, such as when there are not enough scenery features of high enough

quality to track. In such a case, the vision system can flag this condition so that any

instruments or control loops will know to ignore the data and operate without it.

Recognizing and flagging such a condition can be accomplished in any number of ways by

one skilled in the art. For example, the image can be analyzed and threshold(s) set for

number of features or contrast of features, degree of light, etc. Upon receiving the

indication that the vision data is untrustworthy, the control system can ignore it by disabling

the vision-based position and velocity control portion of the control loops, but still utilizing

the other sensors and control loop elements, for example as depicted in figure 5. Thus, by

avoiding the situation where the system acts as though the data is good when in reality it is

not, the possibly of crashing the aircraft due to poor visual conditions is greatly reduced.

[0068] Once the system has properly decoded the true rotational orientations and

translational movements of the aircraft, these data may be used by the system to intelligently



control the aircraft. Before any changes to the flight actuators are made, processing of the

data in an angle control loop occurs. A control system similar to that shown in Fig. 3 can

provide this.

[0069] Fig. 3 is an example control scheme for implementing a stability and positional

control system for the pitch axis of a VTOL aircraft. The control loop shown in Fig. 3 must

be repeated for the roll axis. To control the third axis, yaw, a similar control scheme can be

used except that translational sensing is not necessary, so the outer translational control

loops may be omitted, as shown in Fig. 4.

[0070] Still referring to Fig. 3, the following discussion again for simplicity only follows

pitch control. It is again noted that the processing is repeated again for roll, and in a

simplified form for yaw. It could also be repeated to control collective, resulting in control

of vertical movement of the aircraft, if one or more vision systems are pointed out one of the

sides of the aircraft. In a preferred embodiment, the default velocity for the craft when there

is no control will be 0 relative to the "ground" or in the case of tracking, 0 relative to the

velocity of the object being tracked. As indicated above, "ground" may be loosely defined

as an object near the aircraft that is being tracked, such as the grass on the ground or the

rooftop or side of a building. Any time a desired velocity other than 0 is entered into the

system, the system can be set up to have "desired position" continuously set to current

position, and while the position integrator is reset. In this sense the craft has control over its

velocity, or in the case of remote operation, the remote operator has control over the

velocity. As soon as control ceases, or in the case of remote operation as soon as the

operator lets go of the control, the system reverts back to position control, wherein it sets

desired velocity to 0, and keeps desired position constant so as to let the system maintain

that position, i.e. hover.

[0071] In Fig. 3, a positive pitch attitude is defined as the angle of the aircraft relative to

the ground, hence the aircraft will tend fly in the positive Y direction. Likewise, a positive

bank/roll is defined as an angle of the aircraft relative to the ground which would tend to

make the aircraft move in the positive X direction. Generally, Fig. 3 describes a control

system to control angle and angular rate in the pitch axis as well as translational position and

velocity in the Y direction. As mentioned above, in practice the same control system would

also control the angle and angular rate in the roll axis and translational position and velocity

in the X direction.



[0072] Blocks 16 and 18 together compose an aircraft's "plant"; a system that has a

means of producing lift and producing thrust in various directions. Block 16 represents the

pitch actuator and block 18 represents and the aircraft transfer function. Because all the

forces necessary to maintain control of an aircraft must be applied irrespective of the type of

aircraft, any number of aircraft types may utilize the Applicant's stability scheme. As stated

above, the aircraft may be anything from a traditional rotary-wing helicopter to something

more exotic, such as a ducted-fan aircraft, multi-rotor aircraft, or any other aircraft that can

lift its own weight and provide a mechanism to direct its thrust. This aircraft has an input

15, which directs the thrust in the direction that affects pitch of the aircraft. The output of

the aircraft is a complex physical position and movement in the air represented by 26 (pitch

angle and angular rate) and 19 (physical location and velocity of the aircraft relative to the

Earth along the aircrafts' Y-axis).

[0073] An IMU 20 detects an aircraft pitch attitude angle 22 and an aircraft angular rate

21. An altitude detector 27 outputs altitude data 28. The translational sensor system 23 is

the position and velocity detection system described earlier. Translational sensor system 23

takes data from angular rate 2 1 and pitch attitude angle 22 along with data from 19 (physical

location and velocity of the aircraft relative to the Earth along the aircrafts' Y-axis) and

altitude data 28 to obtain the aircraft Y-axis position 26 and/or aircraft velocity 25 data.

[0074] The control loop shown in Fig. 3 is essentially a cascaded system whereby an

outer control loop 4 controls an inner control loop 5. The inner control loop 5 takes as its

inputs the pitch attitude angle 22, the angular rate 21, and a target altitude angle 3. Inner

control loop 5 then uses PID-type control elements (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, and 24) to create

a pitch actuator command 15 that drives the pitch actuator 16 of the aircraft to achieve target

attitude angle 3.

[0075] Outer control loop 4 takes as its input the desired position 1 of the aircraft

relative to the ground, the desired velocity 2 of the aircraft relative to the ground, aircraft

velocity 25, and aircraft Y-axis position 26. It uses PID-type control elements (04, 06, 07,

08, 09, and 24) to produce target attitude angle 3. Thus a target attitude angle is produced

from inputs of desired position, desired velocity, actual position, and actual velocity using

Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control techniques commonly known in the art of

control systems. The Gains 08, 07, and 24 provide the gains for proportional, integral, and

derivative, respectively.



[0076] Elements of the control scheme shown in Fig. 3 could be modified slightly and

not depart from the spirit of the invention. For instance, the integral 6 and gain terms 7

could be moved to after the summation 9 instead of before it, and the system would still be

functional. Similarly, the integral 11 and gain terms 12 could be moved to after the

summation 14 instead of before it. In fact, the gains and feedback terms could be arranged

in several combinations to produce a working equation. Furthermore, all the control

elements could be carefully re-arranged to produce a single large control-loop that is

mathematically similar and basically equivalent to this system. It is to be realized that such

variations are deemed apparent to one skilled in the art and such variations are intended to

be encompassed by the present invention. It is to be understood that displaying it in the

format shown in the Figures enclosed herein offers a cleaner, more elegant view of the

system, and it facilitates ease of understanding.

[0077] The control diagrams presented offer the options of using position and/or

velocity control. Under position control, the control loop works to maintain a constant

position. For example, if the aircraft is told to hover at a particular point over the ground, it

will work to stay there. If some large outside force overpowers the aircraft and forces the

aircraft away from its target point and then the force is released, the control system will

bring the aircraft back to the original hover point. If an outside force is applied (such as

wind) that cannot overpower the aircraft, the control system will overcome the force and

hold the aircraft to a position above the hover point. With velocity control, the aircraft can

be commanded, for example, to move forward at 15 knots. If an outside force such as wind

slows or accelerates the aircraft, the control system will attempt to overcome the force and

maintain a constant 15 knots. If commanded to hold the aircraft velocity at zero, the system

will effectively allow the aircraft to hover, that is, move at a speed of zero. Unlike position

control, if a wind or outside force moves the aircraft, the control system will attempt to resist

the force but it will typically not oppose it completely, and if the force is removed, the

aircraft will not move back to its original location. This is because the system is only

attempting to maintain velocity at zero, and is not noting the position of the aircraft. Thus,

in velocity control mode, the aircraft will inherently suffer from drift.

[0078] In practice, the system may be set to slow to a position hovering over a fixed

point, rather than abruptly stopping at a fixed point. Because of inertial forces involved in

coming to a hover from a high rate of speed, focusing on a position at which to maintain

before the craft has come to a complete stop can prompt a series of overcorrections as the



aircraft narrows in on its desired position. To prevent this problem from occurring, in an

alternative embodiment the craft can be directed to first stop, then to maintain position.

[0079] To control altitude, the system is dependent on obtaining accurate altitude

information from sensors. While this can be accomplished using one sensor, it can best be

accomplished using several complementary sensors combined with an intelligent method to

give an accurate estimate of altitude. There are various and known methods of determining

altitude and many conventional systems readily available can be integrated in as one

subsystem of the present invention.

[0080] Because altitude sensing is critical for optimal operation, redundant sensors may

be used and their readings combined or used to calibrate each other in real-time. For close

distances and very low altitudes, sonar altitude detection is a low-cost method to detect

height above the ground. If for instance, it is detected that the ground material is too

sonically absorbent, or there is too much thrust washout, the sonar may not work properly

and in these causes data from an infrared distance sensor, laser rangefinder, etc. may be

used. In situations where one of these sensors fails, one of the other sensors would still be

working, providing at least one valid sensor reading at all times. In order to determine

which sensor to rely upon at any given moment, the fact that altitude sensors fail in a

predicable way can be exploited. Typically, the "failure" of any given sensor occurs when

the transmitted beam (light, sounds, etc) reflection is never detected. Therefore, if a sensor

never receives a reflected signal, the system infers that either (a) the ground is out of range

and therefore very far away, or (b) conditions have made the reading unreliable. If one or

more other sensors do obtain a reading, then it can be inferred that the first sensor did not get

a reading due to. reason (b), and therefore the sensor that does return a reading may be relied

upon.

[0081] If the aircraft is at such a great altitude that the reflective based sensing systems

(sonar, infrared, laser) do not detect a reflected signal, then other methods such as

barometric pressure sensing may be implemented.

[0082] Once reliable altitude information is obtained, a control system will then

accordingly command collective pitch and/or engine power (or other means dependent on

the particular type of aircraft) to maintain a constant altitude. When sensor readings are fast

precise, and reliable, a common PID (Proportional —Integral —Derivative) feedback loop

may be used. This would be particularly useful at low altitudes where the ground is sensed

accurately and where precise altitude control is necessary. When the altitude information is
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not accurate or fast, a simpler control loop such as PI (Proportional-integral) loop may be

used. Adaptive, non-linear or other control loops may also be used.

[0083] Once the above problems have been solved, a remote operator may input the

directions to the aircraft which then autonomously implements them. Directions may also

be applied by an internal computer, an external computer, or by artificial intelligence either

on-board or external. When "piloted" by an external pilot, the remote operator may believe

he or she is controlling a tiny inherently unstable aircraft over a computer monitor, when in

fact the remote operator is merely inputting control directions that are subsequently executed

by the autonomous aircraft. The system allows remote operators with no flight experience

to control a craft that ordinarily would be remotely uncontrollable by even the most

experienced pilots. The training time saved can be spent training a new operator on safety,

policy procedures, and other peripheral issues important to safe and proper flight.

[0084] A typical landing procedure in a VTOL aircraft utilizing the above-described

system would occur as follows: First, it is assumed that for ordinary landings (or take-offs)

it would be desirable for the aircraft to maintain a fixed position over the ground while the

aircraft descends (or rises). The on-board IMU senses inertial movements and commands

the aircraft's controls to keep the aircraft fairly level. The video camera system and sensor

observes the ground, detecting motion along the ground plane in at least two dimensions.

The altitude detector 27 determines the aircraft's altitude. To keep the aircraft in a fixed

position over the ground while the aircraft rises or descends, the control system (see Fig. 3)

runs in a position control mode wherein desired velocity 2 is set to zero, and desired position

1 is set to the current XY position of the aircraft at the time a command is received to land.

In this mode, the control loop works to maintain the aircraft in a fixed position, commanding

the aircraft to counteract any observed translational motion.

[0085] . Next, the aircraft's altitude is slowly lowered, either by an onboard program,

artificial intelligence or a command from a ground based operator. Using its altimeter

system, it can achieve a very smooth landing where it slows down more and more as it

comes closer to the ground, until it just touches the ground softly. As the aircraft

approaches the ground, the video camera system becomes inherently more accurate, so the

closer the aircraft is to the ground, the more accurately it will hold a very tight, precise

hover. The three subsystems working together allow the aircraft to touch down with

relatively little lateral movement with respect to the ground.



[0086] It is noted that during the take-off or landing of an aircraft equipped with

Applicant's system, an operator can control the craft using only one input— that is where to

take-off from and where to land. The autonomous control system is able to complete all

other procedures. Alternatively, a land-based operator could view a screen showing the

image from the aircraft's on board video system and make control adjustments on the fly

using a joystick or other type of input device. Although the remote operator can generally

direct the flight path of the aircraft, all stabilization and wind correction adjustments are

controlled autonomously.

[0087] Although hovering and landing has been described in detail, take-offs and other

flight patterns such as forward flight and turning are also easily achieved. In flight, the

aircraft can be commanded to move either by a ground-based operator, a pre-programmed

script stored in memory on the aircraft itself, or by GPS coordinates either entered remotely

or stored in the aircraft. The aircraft could also be commanded to move to track a ground-

based object such as a truck or train.

[0088] For forward flight, the preferred method to achieve movement of the aircraft is to

disable the position control loop and simply set desired velocity 02 to the velocity at which

the operator or intelligent control entity (computer) wishes the aircraft to fly at. Thus the

control loop elements 25,24,09, and 02 would form a closed-loop control of the aircrafts

velocity. Optionally, elements 06 and 07 could be used as well if they are moved to the

right of 09.

[0089] When stationary (hover) flight is desired, the position control loop would be re-

enabled and allow the aircraft to precisely hold the given position in a drift-free manner.

When in position hold mode, the system can allow an aircraft to maintain a position over a

fixed point on the earth, even when a force strong enough to overpower the aircraft

temporarily moves it away from its position over the fixed point. This strong force will

typically be the wind, but could be as simple as a human pulling the hovering craft away

from its target location. Once the force is removed, the system will automatically direct the

aircraft back to its position over the fixed-point target. For reference, if an aircraft

employing the applicant's system is hovering directly over a target at an altitude of 4 feet,

and is moved out of position to a location directly above a point on the earth 10 feet away

from the target, the system can return the aircraft to within plus or minus 0.5 feet of the

original target position. This demonstrates the ability of the system to actively hold the

aircraft over a target. In actual use, the force imposed by the wind is not strong enough to



overpower the aircraft being actively controlled to oppose the wind. Therefore, any attempt

on the wind's behalf to move the aircraft would immediately be met by a large resistance

and the aircraft would not deviate substantially from the target position to begin with. In the

event a large gust of wind did cause a significant deviation from the target position, the

control system would immediately return the aircraft to the original position so that the error

from multiple gusts of wind would not accumulate over time.

[0090] An alternative method to achieve movement of the aircraft would be to

continuously re-adjust the desired position 1 so it is constantly reset to a position just

forward of the actual position of the aircraft. See Fig. 3. In this manner the aircraft would

continue to move forward, continuously trying to achieve a position just forward of its

current position. By adjusting how far forward the desired position is set, the forward speed

of the aircraft can thusly be precisely controlled. The same could be achieved for backwards

or side-to-side flight by adjusting the corresponding variable in the applicable control loop.

[0091] An alternative method for forward flight would be to disable the position control

loop and the velocity control loop completely and simply set target attitude angle 3 to a

suitable angle. See figure 5. The greater the angle of the aircraft, the more thrust diverted

laterally and therefore the more force is placed on the aircraft to move laterally. Using this

method the computer may simply take the desired velocity 2 and multiply it by a constant

gain factor 42 to determine a Target Attitude Angle 3. Although this method will not

achieve the same level of precision flight as the aforementioned methods, it does have one

advantage in that it does not depend on the translation sensor system. Thus it can be used at

high altitudes where the translational system is operating at very low resolution.

[0092] To provide smooth, controlled forward flight at all altitudes ranging from

extremely close to the ground to many thousands of feet high, the control loop depicted in

Fig. 6 may be used. Here, at all altitudes, outer control loop 4 computes a first target

attitude angle 40. However, here the first target attitude angle 40 is further processed before

being sent to inner control loop 5. Before that processing, however, a second target attitude

angle 4 1 is computed directly from the desired velocity by applying gain factor 42 as

explained above. This action occurs simultaneously to the computation of first target

attitude angle 40. Now that the system has determined two different versions of the Target

Attitude Angle (reference numbers 40 and 41) using two different methods, it applies a

weighting 43 according to altitude to each target attitude angle and then combines the two to

form a final target attitude angle 42, which is then applied to the inner control loop 5.



[0093] Weighting 43 will be chosen according to the altitude of the aircraft. At very low

altitudes the weighting will be 100% in favor of the translation-sensor derived variable and

0% in favor of the simple operator-derived variable. As the altitude above ground level

increases, the weighting will shift in favor of the simply derived variable until eventually the

weighting is 0% in favor of the translation-sensor derived variable and 100% in favor of the

simple operator-derived variable. This shift will be completed around the altitude at which

the translation-sensor system has lost all its useful precision and no longer has anything of

significant value to contribute to the control. Using this method will allow a very seamless

control feel to an operator, where the aircraft will seem to respond to his commands in a

similar fashion at all altitudes. Yet at lower altitudes (near the ground and other objects), it

will also provide great resistance to wind and provide a high degree of precision

maneuverability around obstacles and relative to the Earth. At higher altitudes, it will not

provide as much resistance to the wind. However, this will not matter much since the

aircraft will not be near obstacles to collide with, and the operator will typically not even

notice slight shifts of the aircraft due to wind.

[0094] Referring again to Figs. 3 - 6, it is assumed that the aircraft has some "pitch"

input which will cause the aircraft to experience a pitching motion according to the input.

Once the aircraft has a pitch other than zero, in a preferred embodiment some of the main

thrust will be directed laterally, which will cause the aircraft to move forward or backwards.

This can be envisioned by considering a helicopter and how it typically leans (pitches)

forward just prior to and during forward flight. Similarly, it is assumed there is a "bank"

input that causes the aircraft to bank and subsequently move in that direction. Thus, lateral

movement is accomplished by tilting the aircraft. In the case of a traditional helicopter, the

swashplate is a mechanical component used to link controls to the moving main rotor blade.

Typically, by tilting this plate forward, the aircraft will tend to pitch forward and vise versa.

By tilting the plate to the left, the aircraft will tend to tilt to the left, and vise versa. So for a

traditional helicopter, an actuator such as a servo, or a hydraulic or pneumatic cylinder, may

be used to control the position of the swashplate. Thus, a pitch or roll command from the

Applicant's control system would cause the swashplate to tilt accordingly, and thus cause

the aircraft to tilt and move accordingly. The sensors described by the system then pick up

this movement, and the control system adjusts its pitch and/or roll commands to accomplish

the desired movement.

[0095] . In a VTOL aircraft implementation, the aircraft could potentially be of a design

where pitch and/or bank is not what necessarily moves the aircraft laterally. For example,



the aircraft could remain substantially level at all times with respect to the Earth, and thrust

could be vectored laterally to cause lateral motion. In these cases, the Applicant's cascading

control scheme still applies. For instance, a positive bank command from the control system

would tell the left thruster to increase power. This increased thrust to the left would cause

the aircraft to move towards the right, essentially causing a similar lateral movement to the

same command as in the traditional helicopter example. The pitch could work in a similar

manner.

[0096] Alternatively, a VTOL aircraft could be designed which has essentially the same

rotation and translation characteristics as the traditional helicopter described earlier, except

with a different thrust mechanism. A quadrotor aircraft is an example of this type of

aircraft. In a quadrotor aircraft, four medium-sized rotors are all mounted with their thrust

vectors pointing in the same downward direction. In this way, each rotor/fan would provide

lift to support its corner of the aircraft, similar to how each leg of a table acts together to

support the whole table. The fans could be arranged as in a diamond (with one fan in the

front, one in the rear, one on the right, and one on the left) or they could be oriented like a

rectangle (two fans on the left and two fans on the right). With either design, there is not a

central swashplate. Rather, the total thrust of each rotor can be controlled either by varying

the RPM of the rotor or by varying the pitch of each propeller. A mixing unit comprising a

computer that reads pitch and roll commands outputted from the disclosed cascading control

scheme would then output individual thrust commands to each of the 4 propellers. For

example, if the control system executed a "bank right" command, then the mixing unit

would command the fans such that the fan(s) on the left would provide more thrust (either

by speeding up or increasing pitch), and the fan(s) on the right side would provide less thrust

(either by slowing down or by decreasing pitch). Similarly a pitch forward command would

result in more thrust from the rear fan(s) and less thrust from the front fan(s). A yaw

command would cause the two clockwise spinning fans to speed up and the two counter¬

clockwise fans to slow down, assuming 2 fans run in one direction and 2 run the other.

Alternatively, vane(s) could be used to redirect the airflow in such a way as to cause yaw

motion. Under this topology, the Applicant's control system can be used in an identical

manner as the traditional helicopter, since the inputs of to the mixer unit are identical to the

inputs to the traditional helicopter's swashplate actuators.

[0097] A third design of VTOL aircraft only has three rotors. In this case, the mixer

converts pitch and roll commands from the cascading control loops into motor/actuator

commands that could cause pitch and roll movements. The primary differences of this



topology is that yaw has to be achieved either with vectored thrust, or with one of the fans

being substantially larger and rotating the opposite direction as the other two in order for the

torques to cancel each other out. Again, with this topology, the Applicant's control system

can be used in an. identical manner as the traditional helicopter, since the inputs to the mixer

unit are identical to the inputs to the traditional helicopter's swashplate actuators.

[0098] Thus, from the previous paragraphs, it should be clear that the type of craft and

how it implements the pitch and roll commands is not a limiting factor. The Applicant's

system merely outputs commands that are then converted to mechanical motions executed

by an aircraft. Thus the Applicant's system, including both the translational movement

sensing system and the control system, are sufficient to control virtually any topology of

VTOL aircraft.

[0099] During remote operation of the aircraft, in some implementations, the remote

operator can view the image observed by the on-board optic flow sensing video system.

However, more commonly a separate video system would be used to provide images to the

operator. As described below, this image can be stabilized to allow for easier viewing. The

view may also be tilt stabilized to further ease operation. To pan left or right, the remote

operator merely gives left/right commands that rotate the aircraft around the yaw axis. To

look up or down, the remote operator gives commands to tilt the camera up or down, as

described in the alternative embodiment of the invention portion of this application. In this

manner the remqte operator can look everywhere around and below the aircraft, while

always maintaining a pilot's perspective such that forward is forward relative to the aircraft,

and left is left relative to the aircraft etc. This drastically lessens the difficulties inherent in

remotely piloting an aircraft. Because of the system's control over the aircraft, the operator

does not need to have fast or precise reflexes to pilot the aircraft. Expected uses for the

aircraft include law enforcement, surveillance, military use, building inspection, pipeline

inspection, recreational use, and more.

Alternative Embodiments of the Invention

[001 00] The principles of this invention can be applied to the flight of fixed-wing

conventional aircraft. For example, the system could detect left-to right movement of a

conventional fixed-wing aircraft relative to the ground. During landing and take-off, this

data could be fed to a pilot or control system to aid in preventing unintended sideslip. The

system could also determine the forward velocity of the aircraft relative to the ground, as

opposed to traditional sensors that only determine forward velocity of the aircraft relative to



the air. This data could be fed to the pilot or control system to provide groundspeed

indication. Such features would be especially useful to manned aircraft during adverse

weather conditions, or to unmanned aircraft when the pilot is located remotely. The data

could also be fed into a control system to control the aircraft. For example, a position

control loop for left/right control could automatically keep the aircraft at zero sideslip so that

winds do not blow it off the runway. A velocity control loop could maintain the forward

velocity of the aircraft relative to the ground, to a fixed value.

[00101] The sensor system could also be employed on a fixed-wing aircraft in a passive

mode where it simply records position and velocity data to be fed into the onboard flight

data recorder (FDR), to help aid in crash analysis. Since VTOL aircraft are inherently more

difficult to autonomously control, application to them is preferred.

[00102] The principles of this invention could also be applied to manned vehicles as well

as unmanned. Piloting a helicopter is a difficult skill to acquire, and by implementing

portions of the disclosed system, assistance could be provided for training purposes, for

conditions of extreme weather, for when particularly precise control is necessary, or for

inherently unstable aircraft requiring precision and speed of control faster than what humans

may provide.

[00103] In an additional alternative embodiment of the invention, a memory card can

allow the storage of real-time in-flight data. Typical memory cards including but not limited

to microSD Card, Memory Stick, or CompactFlash may be used. These and other data

storing memory cards allow the aircraft to carry a "black box" capable of recording flight

events and data, which is useful in analyzing the performance of the system, diagnosing

problems, and failure analysis in the event of the loss of an aircraft.

[00104] In an additional alternative embodiment of the invention, an on-board camera in

addition to the high-speed video capture system is present. This additional camera is

moveable in pitch relative to the aircraft and is controllable by the operator of the aircraft.

By using the video images from this camera to steer the craft, the operator will be observing

a view similar to the view seen by an onboard pilot, and hence the relative position of the

remote operator does not change as the aircraft moves and rotates in 3D space. The controls

will never operate "backwards," or "sideways" or "inverted" from the perspective of the

operator. To further facilitate viewing and control, the image can be stabilized using

conventional image stability techniques.



[00105] In an additional alternative embodiment of the invention, an infrared or visible

light source may be placed on the ground so that the camera system can see it, or on the

aircraft pointing towards the ground, to assist the vision system during low light conditions.

[001 06] With respect to the above description then, it is to be realized that the disclosed

equations and control loop figures may be modified in certain ways while still producing the

same result claimed by the Applicant. Such variations are deemed readily apparent and

obvious to one skilled in the art, and all equivalent relationships to those illustrated in the

drawings and equations and described in the specification are intended to be encompassed

by the present invention.

[00107] Therefore, the foregoing is considered as illustrative only of the principles of the

invention. Further, since numerous modifications and changes will readily occur to those

skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the invention to the exact disclosure shown and

described, and accordingly, all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to,

falling within the scope of the invention.



CLAIMS

I claim

1. A method analyzing flight information of an aircraft, the method comprising the

steps of:

a. producing a video stream from a vision sensing system wherein at least

one object is tracked;

b. receiving attitude data from an attitude detecting device;

c. providing a computer capable of receiving and analyzing said video

stream to obtain coupled optic flow data containing both aircraft rotational

movement and aircraft translational movement relative to said at least

one object being tracked; and

d. extracting decoupled aircraft translational movement data from said

coupled optic flow data by utilizing said attitude data.

2. The method according to claim 1, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle.

3. The method according to claim 1, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. recording a distance between said aircraft and said at least one object;

and

b. applying a gain factor to said decoupled aircraft translational movement

data, wherein said gain factor is proportional to said distance, and

wherein said application step occurs subsequent to said distance

recordation step.

4. The method according to claim 3, the method further comprising the step of:



a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle, wherein

said inputting step occurs subsequently to said gain factor application

step.

5. The method according to claim 1 further comprising the step of intelligently

controlling said aircraft using said decoupled translational movement data, said

controlling step further comprising determining a current translational position of

the aircraft.

6. The method according to claim 5, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle.

7. The method according to claim 5, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. recording a distance between said aircraft and said at least one object;

and

b. applying a gain factor to said decoupled aircraft translational movement

data, wherein said gain factor is proportional to said distance, and

wherein said application step occurs subsequent to said distance

recordation step.

8. The method according to claim 7, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle, wherein

said inputting step occurs subsequently to said gain factor application

step.



9. The method according to claim 8 , wherein said intelligently controlling step

further comprises the steps of:

a. using a force external to said aircraft to affect said aircraft translational

movement such that said aircraft moves from a first position to a second

position in an at least two dimensions; and

b. autonomously returning said aircraft to said first position from said second

position, wherein said autonomously returning step occurs after said

using step.

10. The method according to claim 1 further comprising the step of intelligently

controlling said aircraft using said decoupled translational movement data, said

controlling step further comprising determining a current velocity of the aircraft.

11. The method according to claim 10, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle.

12. The method according to claim 10, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. recording a distance between said aircraft and said at least one object;

and

b. applying a gain factor to said decoupled aircraft translational movement

data, wherein said gain factor is proportional to said distance, and

wherein said application step occurs subsequent to said distance

recordation step.

13. The method according to claim 12, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle, wherein



said inputting step occurs subsequently to said gain factor application

step.

14. A method analyzing flight information of an aircraft, the method comprising the

steps of:

a. producing a video stream from a vision sensing system wherein at least

one object is tracked;

b. receiving angular rate data from an angular rate detecting device;

c. providing a computer capable of receiving and analyzing said video

stream to obtain coupled optic flow data containing both aircraft rotational

movement and aircraft translational movement relative to said at least

one object being tracked; and

d . extracting decoupled aircraft translational movement data from said

coupled optic flow data by utilizing said angular rate data.

15. The method according to claim 14, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle.

16. The method according to claim 14, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. recording a distance between said aircraft and said at least one object;

and

b. applying a gain factor to said decoupled aircraft translational movement

data, wherein said gain factor is proportional to said distance, and

wherein said application step occurs subsequent to said distance

recordation step.

17. The method according to claim 16, the method further comprising the step of:



a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translations movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle, wherein

said inputting step occurs subsequently to said gain factor application

step.

18. The method according to claim 14 further comprising the step of intelligently

controlling said aircraft using said decoupled translational movement data, said

controlling step further comprising determining a current translational position of

the aircraft.

19. The method according to claim 18, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle.

20. The method according to claim 18, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. recording a distance between said aircraft and said at least one object;

and

b. applying a gain factor to said decoupled aircraft translational movement

data, wherein said gain factor is proportional to said distance, and

wherein said application step occurs subsequent to said distance

recordation step.

21. The method according to claim 20, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle, wherein

said inputting step occurs subsequently to said gain factor application

step.



22. The method according to claim 20, wherein said intelligently controlling step

further comprises the steps of:

a. using a force external to said aircraft to affect said aircraft translational

movement such that said aircraft moves from a first position to a second

position in an at least two dimensions; and

b. autonomously returning said aircraft to said first position from said second

position, wherein said autonomously returning step occurs after said

using step.

23. The method according to claim 14 further comprising the step of intelligently

controlling said aircraft using said decoupled translational movement data, said

controlling step further comprising determining a current velocity of the aircraft.

24. The method according to claim 23, the method further comprising the step of:

a . inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle.

25. The method according to claim 23, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. recording a distance between said aircraft and said at least one object;

and

b. applying a gain factor to said decoupled aircraft translational movement

data, wherein said gain factor is proportional to said distance, and

wherein said application step occurs subsequent to said distance

recordation step.

26. The method according to claim 25, the method further comprising the step of:

a. inputting said decoupled aircraft translational movement data into a

cascading control loop algorithm in which an outer control loop algorithm

determines a target angle and an inner control loop algorithm determines

commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said target angle, wherein



said inputting step occurs subsequently to said gain factor application

step.

27. The method according to claim 26, wherein said intelligently controlling step

further comprises landing the aircraft.

28. A method for determining at least one of position or velocity of an aircraft, said

method comprising the steps of:

a. Reading coupled video data comprising aircraft rotational data and aircraft

movement data;

b. Recording inertial aircraft data in at least two dimensions; and

c. Decoupling said aircraft translational data from said coupled video data by

compensating for said aircraft rotational data with said inertial aircraft data

in at least two dimensions.

29. A method for determining at least one of position or velocity of an aircraft

according to claim 28 wherein said inertial aircraft data in at least two

dimensions comprises aircraft attitude data.

30. A method for determining at least one of position or velocity of an aircraft

according to claim 28 wherein said inertial aircraft data in at least two

dimensions comprises aircraft angular rate data.

31. A method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft, the method

comprising the steps of:

a. providing an aircraft flying at an altitude;

b. receiving a command to maintain a relationship to at least one object

wherein a distance between said at least one object and said aircraft is

less than 2000 feet; and

c . utilizing at least two control loop algorithms in which an outer control loop

algorithm determines an aircraft target angle and an inner control loop

algorithm outputs commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said aircraft

target angle.



32. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 3 1 wherein said relationship is defined as substantially zero translational

drift relative to said at least one object, the method further comprising the step

of:

a . determining the position of said aircraft corresponding to the aircraft's

current coordinates in at least two dimensions relative to said at least one

object; and

b. wherein said position influences said aircraft target angle.

33. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 32, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. applying a force tending to move said aircraft from said position; and

b. modifying said aircraft target angle such that said aircraft resists said

force.

34. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 32, wherein said position is a first position, the method further comprising

the steps of:

a. using a force external to said aircraft to move said aircraft from said first

position to a second position in said at least two dimensions; and

b. autonomously returning said aircraft to said first position from said second

position, wherein said autonomously returning step occurs after said

moving step.

35. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 32, the method further comprising the step of substantially maintaining

said position while said altitude is modified.

36. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 3 1 wherein:

a . said at least one object has a relative velocity to said aircraft;

b. said relationship is defined as said relative velocity;



c . and said relative velocity influences said aircraft target angle.

37. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 36, the method further comprising the step of substantially maintaining

said relative velocity while said altitude is modified.

38. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 36, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. receiving a user velocity command that commands said aircraft to

maintain a substantially constant velocity relative to said at least one

object;

b. calculating a scaled velocity command from said user velocity

command;

c . calculating a target attitude angle for said aircraft wherein said

calculations are influenced from at least one of either of said scaled

velocity command and a translation-sensor derived data set; and

d. wherein as said distance increases, the amount of influence of said

scaled velocity command increases and the amount of influence of said

translation-sensor derived data set decreases.

39. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 38, the method further comprising the step of substantially maintaining

said relative velocity while said altitude is modified.

40. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 36, the method further comprising the steps of:

a . obtaining GPS movement data from a GPS system;

b. calculating a target attitude angle for said aircraft wherein said

calculations are influenced from at least one of either of said GPS

movement data and a translation-sensor derived data set; and



c. wherein as said distance increases, the amount of influence of said

GPS movement data increases and the amount of influence of said

translation-sensor derived data set decreases.

41. A method of controlling an aircraft, the method comprising the steps of:

a. calculating instantaneous aircraft movement data using a computer

onboard the aircraft; and

b. continually calculating flight control data using at least two control loop

algorithms in which an outer control loop algorithm determines an aircraft

target angle and an inner control loop algorithm outputs commands to

cause said aircraft to achieve said aircraft target angle.

42. The method of controlling an aircraft according to claim 4 1 wherein said

aircraft movement data comprises aircraft position data.

43. The method of controlling an aircraft according to claim 4 1 wherein said

aircraft movement comprises aircraft velocity data.

44. The method of.controlling an aircraft according to claim 43, wherein said

instantaneous aircraft movement data is derived from other than a GPS

system, the method further comprising the steps of:

a. providing an aircraft at an altitude

b. obtaining GPS movement data from a GPS system wherein said;

c. wherein said outer control loop algorithm is influenced from at least one

of either of said GPS movement data and said aircraft velocity data; and

d. wherein as said altitude increases, the amount of influence of said GPS

movement data increases and the amount of influence of said velocity

data decreases.

45. The method of providing flight control instructions to an aircraft according to

claim 43 further comprising the steps of:



a. receiving a user velocity command that commands said aircraft to

maintain a substantially constant velocity relative to said at least one

object;

b. calculating a scaled velocity command from said user velocity

command;

c. calculating a target attitude angle for said aircraft wherein said

calculations are influenced from at least one of either of said scaled

velocity command and a translation-sensor derived data set; and

d . wherein as said altitude increases, the amount of influence of said

scaled velocity command increases and the amount of influence of said

aircraft velocity data decreases.

46. A method for determining flight control data for an aircraft as a function of

altitude to achieve smooth flight for the aircraft, the method comprising the

steps of:

a. providing an aircraft flying at a distance from an object;

b. calculating the trajectory of said aircraft from at least one of either a

translation-sensor derived data set and a GPS derived data set,

wherein said calculating is influenced by at least one of said two data

sets;

c. wherein each of said two data sets provides an amount of influence on

said trajectory calculation; and

d . wherein said distance increases, the amount of influence of said GPS

derived data increases and the amount of influence of said translation-

sensor derived data decreases. .

47. The method for determining flight control data for an aircraft as a function of

altitude to achieve smooth flight for the aircraft according to claim 46, the

method comprising the steps of:

a . utilizing at least two control loop algorithms in which an outer control loop

algorithm determines an aircraft target angle and an inner control loop



algorithm outputs commands to cause said aircraft to achieve said aircraft
target angle.
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